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Abstract—With the exponential growth of information in online, the World Wide Web (WWW) is a fruitful area of data mining. Mining data over the web using different tools and technologies of data mining is termed as web mining. Web mining could be used to solve the information overload problems directly or indirectly. This paper provides a brief overview both in terms of technologies and applications and outlines key future research directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of World Wide Web (WWW) has made it a fertile ground for dissipating information. Due to the properties of huge, diverse and dynamic and unstructured nature of web data, web data research has encountered a lot of challenges for data mining principles, or web mining. The web mining filed encompasses a wide array of issues, aimed at extracting actionable knowledge form the web, and includes researchers from information retrieval, database technologies, and artificial intelligence [1]. In the present time, it is not easy task to retrieve the desired information because of more than 1 000 000 000 pages are indexed by search engines. So, this redundancy of resources has enhanced the need for developing automatic mining techniques on the WWW, thereby giving rise to the term "Web Data mining" [2].

The Web is changing fast over time and so is the user’s interaction in the Web suggesting the need to study and develop models for the evolving Web Content, Web Structure and Web Usage. Therefore, the most important criterion to differentiate between a successful and an unsuccessful business based on mining data.

Researchers have identified the broad categories of web mining [3]:

1) Web Content Mining is the application of data mining describes the discovery of useful information from the web contents, data and documents to content publish on Internet, usually as HTML (semi structured), plain-text (unstructured), or XML (Structured). Web content mining is especially representative to the attributes of text when it occurs in Web resources. Therefore, the aim of it on the discovery of patterns in large document collection, and in frequently the collections of document changing [4]. Further the methods of content mining will be used for ontology learning, mapping and merging ontologies, and instance learning [5].

2) Web Structure Mining operates on the web’s hyperlink structure. The graph structure can provide information about a page’s ranking [6] or authoritativeness [7] and
enhance search results through filtering. Web structure mining and Web content mining are often worked together to exploit the content and the structure of hypertext [5]. Similarly, the search engine Google owes its success to the PageRank algorithm, which focuses that the relevance of a page increases with the number of hyperlinks to it from other pages, and in particular from other relevant pages [8]. Indeed, some researchers included both under the notion of Web content mining [9].

3) Web Usage Mining is the automatic discovery of user interactions with a web server, including web log, click streams and database transactions at a website or a group of related sites [10]. Web usage mining focuses on privacy concerns and is currently the topic of extensive debate. The knowledge gathered from Web usage mining can be very useful in many Web applications such as Web caching, Web perfecting, intelligent online advertisements, and in addition to construct Web personalization. Most of the research efforts for modeling personalization systems are clustering pages or user session, association rule generation, sequential pattern generation and Markov models [11].

4) Text mining, also known as text data mining or knowledge discovery from textual databases, refers to the process of extracting interesting and non-trivial patterns or knowledge from the large volume of text documents. In the text mining systems, are based on natural language processing where the integration function integrated with the products for knowledge distillation [12].

The objective of this paper is to provide an outline of web data mining and to give a perspective of some important research contributions in web mining, with a goal of providing a broad overview rather than in-depth analysis.

II. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

A. Web Metrics and Measurement

From the experimental viewpoint of human behaviorist’s, the web is the perfect experiment appliance. There are number of web measurement or web analytics techniques have the ability of measuring for human experimental behaviorists. The measurement ways are hits, page views, visits or user sessions and find the unique visitor regularly used to measure the user impact of various proposed changes. An example of operational metrics such as site visits and visit/buy ratios, as well as on financial metrics such as revenue and profit. Research should to be done in developing the right set of web metrics, and their measurement procedures, so that various web phenomena can be studied.

B. Process Mining

When Process mining aims at extracting information from event log to capture the business process as it is being executed. For example in market based data collected at the point of sale in any store provides only the process end result. The overall goal of any online store to maximize probability of reaching final state (Complete purchase) or maximize expected sales from each visit is shown in Fig. 2. Whenever the click stream data provides the opportunity for making the decision process itself and extracted the knowledge from where it can be used for optimizing and influencing the process. Research needs to be carried out in:

i) Process mining starts by accumulating information about the process as they take place. So, extracting process models from usage data.

ii) It’s important to understand how different parts of the process model impact various web metrics of interest and

iii) Process models can be changed in response to various changes that are changed, so how to change the models which can also change stimuli to the user [13].

C. Web Evaluation

Web mining has been explored to a vast degree and different methodologies have been proposed for a variety of applications including web search, classification, personalization, etc. The temporal behavior of web mining has been classified into three kinds of web data: web content mining, web structure mining, and web usage mining. The researchers have to be finding out in extracting temporal models of how web content, web structures and web communities, authorities, etc are evolving. Large institutions and organizations archive usage data from the web sites.

From a statistical approach of web log data to determine the browser type of our visitors. With the availability of these data, there is a large scope to develop techniques for analyzing of how the web evolves over time. The popular two browsers of Chrome and Mozilla Firefox as can be observed from the right-hand side and pie chart on the left depicts percentages of the total hits per browser, in Fig. 3 representing the volumes of accesses for a web browser [14].

D. Optimization of Web Services

Data mining is basically classified into web mining; web content, web structure and web usage mining; the last two are used to solve the website structure the optimization problem.
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To make the robust, scalable and efficient services should be provided for the growing demand of web. So, web mining can be applied to better understand and behavior of these services. To improve various aspects of web services, developing of web mining methods logics are needed.

E. Fraud and Threat Analysis

Data mining technologies have advanced a great deal. The main problem issue is that, are they ready for detecting and/or preventing fraud activities and can we completely remove the false positive and false negatives? The challenge is to find how we can gather knowledge directed data mining to eliminate false positives and false negatives.

Another challenge of data mining is in real-time. The available tools of data mining have the ability to detect credit card violations and calling card violations. The research community should have a challenge to build a real time model. The challenge is necessary for many companies where they have interactions with up to millions of external parties. Figure 4 details the subgroups of internal, insurance, credit card, and telecommunications fraud detection which is very concerned for both the researchers and particular organization [15].

F. Counter Terrorism

Privacy is a major challenge with respect to data mining for counter-terrorism. In this scenario, the challenge is to extract the structure and usage patterns or mine useful information form data mining but at the same time maintain privacy. Different efforts are under way for privacy preserving data mining. There are various using techniques such as randomization, cover stories as well as multi party policy enforcement for privacy preserving data mining. That is while data mining could become a useful tool for counter-terrorism, there are many challenges need to be addressed [16].

G. Semantic Web Mining

The research area of semantic web mining is targeted to combine two fast-developing research areas semantic web and web mining. The researchers are very much interested to improve from both areas of the results of web mining by exploring semantic structures in the web. The interesting thing of semantic web mining to create itself as the dependence between the semantic web and web mining increases. These research activities benefits many areas of industry such as ‘e-activities’, health care, privacy and security and knowledge management and information retrieval. So, the researchers need to be carried out in to explore the semantic structures in the web [17], [18], [19].

III. Conclusion

As seen in web metrics and measurements that various web phenomena can be studied in developing the right set of web metrics and their measurement procedures. The goal of process mining of any online enterprise used to maximize expected sets from each visit which is depicted in Fig. 2. As because large institutions and organizations achieve usage data from the website so a model is to be researcher out in extracting temporal models of Web content, Web structure, Web communities, authorities, etc. are involving. Optimization of Web services are needed to make the robust scalable and efficient services should be provided for the growing demand of the Web. For fraud and threat analysis, knowledge directed data mining to eliminate false positive and false negative is to be developed efficiently. For Counter terrorism, many challenges are needed yet to be addressed to make data mining to become a useful tool. Research is to be carried out is to explore the semantic Web structure in the Web for getting benefits in many areas of the industries.
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